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Position Dossier

Fire Nation:
Fire Lord Zuko (Voice of Peace)
After becoming the fire lord taking the throne from his father, Zuko now has to bear the
responsibility of dealing with the diplomatic issues of the fire nation. Zuko, not wishing for
another war, is trying to solve the diplomatic issues peacefully.

Azula (Voice of Violence)
Azula, having the backing of the Ozaists, a rebel group who believe that she is the true heir, uses
her power to try and regain the fire nation for war with the other nations. She and her followers
believe that she is the rightful Firelord and that Zuko should be killed, as well as his friends.

General Iroh
General Iroh is a retired general of the Fire Nation. He is the uncle of Firelord Zuko and the older
brother of Firelord Ozai. Iroh is not only an extremely skilled firebender, but he also has a deep
connection with the spirits. As a member of the White Lotus, Iroh believes in peace and harmony
within the four nations. General Iroh is very close with his nephew, Zuko, and always acts as his
advisor or mentor. Iroh is completely against the idea of Ozaists, considering his brother as an
enemy. He always supports whatever decision Zuko makes, but when it comes to something that
could potentially affect the world, he will not hesitate to take matters into his own hands.

Jeong Jeong
Jeong Jeong is a member of the White Lotus, a secret society for those who believe in truth and
transcending the boundaries of the four nations. He is an extremely powerful firebending master,
he taught Aang for a little bit when he was younger. He is good friends with General Iroh and
Master Paku, other fellow White Lotus members. As a person that is part of this society, he
believes that the four nations should not fight anymore and that everyone is equal, though he still
cares about the Fire Nation.

Piandao
A master swordsman who was Zuko and Sokka's teacher. Also a master bladesmith who is able
to create many weapons, no particular siding but does not like violence.

Mai
Mai is a very wealthy girl in the Fire Nation. She is the Firelord’s girlfriend so she has a lot of
political power as well. When Mai was younger, she was best friends with Azula, until Mai
betrayed her. Now, Azula and Mai have a very powerful rivalry. Mai’s family was, and still is,
really close with the royal family of the Fire Nation. She is a very vengeful and violent person,
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but she cares a lot about her nation. No matter what, she always makes the choice that will best
benefit the Fire Nation.

Water Tribe:
Katara
A person with a great amount of talent and nice qualities. Katara is known for always wanting to
help as many people as she can, but when she does have an enemy, she will not resist violence.
Katara usually wants to find the most peaceful way for conflict resolution. As the Avatar’s
girlfriend, she is always supportive of him and his decisions.

Sokka
Sokka has no bending abilities, but don’t underestimate him because he has quite a few talents.
Sokka is Katara’s brother and they are very close as siblings. Sokka has abilities with the sword,
boomerang, and he is extremely clever and witty. Sokka is now the diplomat for the water nation
and is trying to bring more awareness to the Ozaists bringing him to getting targeted by the
group and has had multiple assassination attempts on him.

Master Pakku
Master Pakku has the power of waterbending. He is a master of waterbending and he is very
passionate about the art. He is the grandfather of Katara and Sokka.

Bato of the Water Tribe
Close Family friend of Katara and Sokka, he is a trained warrior, and he sided with the Avatar
during the war. He is also the best friend of Chief Hakoda. Bato is very skilled warrior and
leader. He's great at decision making and he wants to do what’s best for the Southern Water tribe.

Chief Arnook
Chief Arnook is the chief of the Northern Water tribe. He is the father of Princess Yue, who is
now the moon spirit. Chief Arnook is respectful of the Avatar and will help if needed. He and the
rest of the Northern Water tribe are against the Ozaists.

Chief Hakoda
Father of Katara and Sokka, and close friend of Bato. Always supports team avatar and helps
them however he can. Chief of the southern water tribe, sided with the avatar during the war.
Chief Hakoda is helping Sokka bring more awareness to the Ozaists.

Earth Kingdom:
Toph
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Acting as a diplomat for the earth kingdom and a sort of prime minister figure for the earth
nation. Toph is dealing with the issues of negotiations while Toph doesn't want to be harsh with
the fire nation. The people of the earth nation are very angry at what the fire nation had done to
them and want to get revenge on the fire nation.

King Bumi
The Avatar's best friend from before the Avatar was trapped in ice and had seen the entirety of
the hundred year war. Bumi, not wanting to witness another war, is trying to convince the Earth
Nation not to do anything rash to the Fire Nation fearing , like Toph , that the fire nation will
perceive this as another reason to go to war. Bumi has started a movement of peace in the earth
nation and while the group is not big at all these people do not want to see another war.

Gennaa
A new political figure in the Earth Kingdom “wanting to avoid war” he still adheres to the wants
of the people more. Gennaa has a deep hatred for the Fire Nation after losing his parents during
the takeover of Ba Sing Se. Gennaa has a following while not as big as Toph'sit's slowly gaining
traction since Gennaa wants to also get revenge on the Fire Nation.

King Kuei Hou-Ting
The 52nd king of the Earth Kingdom, was a figurehead, but now has power. This king can be
seen as dumb but with the help of team Avatar and a good advisor, he is a great person that
always has good intentions for everybody. He is a bit clueless, since he didn’t even know there
was a war until it was about to end, but he still wants the Earth Kingdom to fight against the
Ozaists.

The Mechanist
A mechanic who is able to build many things and is an engineering genius. He became very
close with Sokka, and they still talk to each other about ideas and plans to stop the enemy. The
Mechanist has the power to build extraordinary things that can really help out everybody. He is
very clever, but sometimes he makes the wrong decisions.

Guo
A brave warrior who fought in the battle of Ba Sing Se,and sided with the Avatar during the war.
He is not in support of both water tribes and the Fire Nation. He believes in the expansion of the
Earth Kingdom and wants to return to when they were the largest and most powerful out of the
four nations.

The Boulder
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A professional earth bending wrestler who fought in the earth rumble tournaments. He is
extremely strong and he is a celebrity among the Earth Kingdom. The Boulder doesn’t really
care about what’s going on, he mainly just wants to fight as much as he can.

General Fong
A high ranking general for the Earth Kingdom, a very aggressive and smart strategist who won
many battles during the war. General Fong never really got along with team avatar, considering
his incident with them during the war. He is mostly sided with the Earth Kingdom, though he is
not working against the avatar, he’s not interested in fighting alongside him.

No Specific Nation:
Ty Lee
Former subordinate of Azula, now Kyoshi warrior. A strong fighter and previously sided with
the Fire Nation during the war. She is now neutral and still friends with Mai. Ty Lee believes that
Ozaists should be stopped but she mainly wants to stop Azula.

Liuge
A member of the white lotus who is friends with General Iroh. Believes in the standards of the
White Lotus such as how all four nations shouldn’t be divided, and the protection of the Avatar
at all costs.


